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JUST-in: showing support
in a ‘sideways’ world
By Tara King Goldman
Justin Britt Interview (12/20/17)

Tara is a senior at Seattle
Lutheran. In her free time, she
likes going to Seahawks and
Mariners games. She also
enjoys riding her horse and
hanging out with friends and
family. She drops her awesome
insight on the Seahawks every
other weekend on John
Clayton’s radio show on 710
AM.

Justin Britt, the Seahawks’ center, is a gentle giant oﬀ of the field.
Recently, NFL players have not been standing during the national
anthem to bring attention to the ongoing unfairness and
inequality against African Americans. Each game, Justin Britt
walks over to Michael Bennett, who sits during the national
anthem, and puts his hand on his shoulder as a show of his
support. This act led me to reach out to him for some questions
and answers, to find out more about this and more about who he
is as a person.
1. What positions did you play when you were in high school?

Alex Okabayashi ‘18
When Alex is not rambling on
a b o u t B R O C K H A M P TO N ' s
status in the hip-hop
community or professing his
devotion to his favorite NFL
team the Detroit Lions, he could
be up to a number of things.
But he's probably just watching
Blade Runner
again, or
playing one
of his sports.
The kid is
hard
to
handle, to say
the least... but
his articles
a re fi re , s o
check them
out.
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“I played tight end, tackle, and defensive end in high school.”

2. What things did you have to learn to transition to center?
“Moving to center I had to learn to snap, obviously, but it was
mostly natural to me, but it was a big jump mentally from all the
other positions.”

3. What was the biggest diﬀerence from playing in college to
playing in the NFL?
“The biggest difference from college to NFL besides not having
school and just having football all day is that the competition week
in and week out is top-notch. There is no easy week in the NFL like
there would be in college.”

4. Do you have any pregame rituals that you do every game?
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Urban Clark ‘19
This is the official spokesperson
for Mr. Clark here. The man
known as Urban Clark was
suddenly transported to an
English classroom one day from
his shell-shaped home near the
sea, and somehow got signed
up for the
newspaper
team
at
S e a t t l e
Lutheran
High School.
I am told that
he enjoys
v i d e o
g a m e s ,
re a d i n g
c o m i c s ,
watching anime, cartoons, and
late-night talk shows in his
spare time. His job on the team
is creating articles on subjects
like games, movies, and other
things he would like to do.
I have been told to stop now, as
speaking any more about Mr.
Clark would potentially be
disastrous and put his life in
danger.

Zac Gorman ‘19

“Rituals: home games I like to drive to the stadium no matter what,
and as I pull in to the stadium I listen to “Crazy” by Boosie. And me
and my fellow o-linemen play catch prior to the game. Away games:
the same except I'm on a bus.”

5. How do you block for a quarterback that can scramble and
make anything happen?
“Blocking for Russ can sometimes be difficult, but honestly, I love
having him back there doing his thing. He's one of the best to do it
and he can run. In some ways he makes my job hard, but in a lot of
ways he makes it very easy.”

6. What was your best moment playing on the Seahawks?
“My best moment being a Seahawk besides being blessed and
fortunate enough to receive a second contract from them, is being
able to play in the Super Bowl my rookie year!”

7. What makes Pete Carroll diﬀerent from other coaches?
“Coach Carroll is one-of-a-kind coach, he's very enthusiastic, caring
and very genuine. What you see is what you get and he cares
deeply about the people we are, not just [us] as players. Great
leader.”

8. What types of music do you listen to?
“Music: I like gospel, R&B, hip hop, country, rock.”

9. Why is it important to you to put your hand on Michael
Bennett’s shoulder?

Zac Gorman, a.k.a. Gac, is an
aspiring film buff. Ever since his
child hood he has always
appreciated a good movie. He
is rumored to be one of the last
human beings who still collects
DVDs; there just isn't enough
space on his phone (and the
box art is also pretty). Also, at a
young age he was exposed to
the horror of Alien, but that's
okay I'm sure he turned out just
fine.

“Showing my support with Mike B was simple, the world is a little
sideways right now and I
wanted to help bring
awareness of what is going
on in our communities. Mike
has done a very good job
illustrating why he does what
he does.”

Wikipedia
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Dominic Tatro ‘21

Superheroes defend Seattle
By Zac Gorman

Drawing, one of Dominic’s
favorite pastimes, always
involves making sketches of
video game characters. From
flood-forms from the surface of
the halo rings to dinosaurs
from the stations of the Ark,
there isn’t exactly a limit to what
weird and wacky monsters he
will draw.

Rex Sears ‘18
Editor

Mei Hanway ‘21
Layout Editor

Mr. Wilson
Advisor

In comic books, the origin of superheroes usually involves a death
of a friend or family member. However, in real life, it mostly just
takes street smarts and the occasional military background. Now,
if people were to actually run around on rooftops and beat up
petty thieves, they’d probably just get tackled by a police oﬃcer
and thrown in jail. But that doesn’t mean people can’t be
traditional superheroes in real life, as long as they do it legally.
One of the more well-known and respected real-life heroes is a
man going by the alias of “Phoenix Jones”, who is a Seattle-based
vigilante. His real name is Ben Fodor, and he’s an ex-MMA fighter
who now uses his extensive fighting skills to defend the people of
Emerald City. At first, all he used was a black ski mask to
intervene in street fights, but through the years his suit evolved
into a yellow and black bulletproof chestpiece over a leather
jacket, black cowl, gloves, and even some armor covering his legs.
His philosophy about “super-suits” is that police won’t mistake
you for a criminal if you have an outfit that people can recognize
you with. His own suit is inspired by the comic character
“Nightwing,” who is essentially Robin all grown-up and without
Batman. Jones has stated that he has liked Nightwing since his
childhood, because he makes sense, and always finds the most
legal path to justice.
There are capes and masks all around the world, all helping in
their own unique way with their own special costume. There’s
Washington DC’s “Guardian,”
spreading American history and
teaching people their
amendments, or “Motor Mouth,”
famous for traveling to sites of
riots and protests and keeping the
peace however he can. Wherever
you are, there will always be
people trying to pitch in and help
the world. Seriously, there are so
many of these people, watch a
documentary or something.
USAtoday
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How January disappoints
By Rex Sears
Being sandwiched between two better, more popular months has to take a toll on dear old January.
Unfortunately, any sympathy that could be felt for it is swiftly forgotten when delving into the reasons
why the first month of the year is generally unappreciated.
First oﬀ is the weather. December is freezing and windy, but is usually consistent with its temperature.
January feels like an unfortunate case of depression, wanting to edge closer to spring with slightly clearer
skies, but tripping and spiraling back down into a cavalcade of cold misery.
The only thing January really has going for it is New Year’s, but it comes at the very beginning of the
month, and only kind-of counts, as it has to share with the night of December 31. Plus, the morning/
afternoon afterwards is usually accompanied by crippling headaches, huge messes, and deep regrets. Let’s
not forget the “resolutions” people come up with, the majority of whom give up after about a week. And,
after it’s over, there’s nothing else to look forward to until February, where sorrows can be drowned out
with the edible comfort of chocolate.
To sum it up, I would compare January to a kid trying to follow up a popular cat’s dope jokes with their
own, but being significantly less funny, and everyone just kind of chuckles out of obligation and/or pity.
Because, really, I can’t recall having met anyone genuinely more excited for New Year’s Eve than any other
holiday.

George
By Dominic Tatro
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Urban’s top 5 highlights of January
By Urban Clark
January marks the beginning of a brand new year, the return of school and work, and at SeaLu, it is the
month of J-term. Despite the uncomfortable cold and rainy weather during the month, January had some
unexpected, but very nice highlights worth writing about.
5. Basketball - Despite not being a huge fan of watching sports, I attended one of the basketball games
held January 23 at SeaLu. This was both because of the reward of an oﬀ-campus lunch by the faculty and
because I had never attended one there before. Unexpectedly, I found myself quite focused on the game
(which was the women’s basketball game) and was rooting for SeaLu players to successfully make shots
and gain points. Unfortunately, our team lost by only two points. I wasn’t able to stay for the last game of
the night (men’s varsity basketball), but all-in-all, the game was an enjoyable time.
4. Catching Up on Shows - Throughout the December holidays and the month of January, I’ve been
catching up on some anime series I was too busy to watch (and procrastinating), including the actionpacked and hype-inducing “Hunter x Hunter,” “JoJo’s Bizarre Adventure,” and “Girls und Panzer” series!
Would highly recommend all of them. If you want to check them out, “Hunter x Hunter,” and “JoJo…,"
are both airing dubbed on the “Toonami” anime block on “Adult Swim” every Saturday night, and all three
series are available subbed on “Crunchyroll.”
I was also meaning to watch some Netflix original live-action/animated series, but since I don’t have the
service right now I guess that’s oﬀ the table...
3. New Games to Play - Many new and great games have come out in the past year, and I was finally able
to play some of them thanks to Christmas presents. Some were on the Nintendo Switch console,
including Super Mario Odyssey and The Legend of Zelda: Breath of the Wild, both of which have been fun to
play. I also ended up playing the mobile RPG game Fate/Grand Order (based on the popular anime
franchise), which is pretty addicting in both gameplay and story.
2. J-term - This year’s J-term was my first in going very “out there” in picking classes for it, and my picks
paid oﬀ very well. I had chosen the Muay Thai, Art and the Mind, and Choir classes, two of which were
ones I would not have normally picked but did anyways to push myself in trying new things. Compared to
last year’s picks, where I did classes that were more relaxed/more to my interest, this year’s J-term
definitely had classes I really liked doing.
Muay Thai was my second-favorite class of J-term, and it was a fun experience in which I did pretty
intense exercise (which was the main reason I signed up for it) and learned many diﬀerent and interesting
fighting moves. While it was a lot of hard work, it really was exciting to learn and practice among
others.Art and the Mind was a more laid-back class, which was probably needed after the intense
previous class, but it was also one where we did lots of art projects every week, which I enjoyed. I was
more familiar with the rest of the people in the class compared to other classes, which was very nice. I
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chose it to fulfill my art credit, and it definitely succeeded at that. Overall, it was enjoyable and a good inbetween class before lunch and Choir.
And the final one, Choir, was my favorite class of J-term.
It was probably the most “out there” choice I made for a class, since I’m not really comfortable with
singing in public, but it ended up being a terrific time. It was a lot of fun singing with the rest of the fiveperson class—Emma Brown, Camryn Funston, Mei Hanway (who is part of this Newspaper team!), and
Jordan McFeely, and our teacher, Mr. Hoogerhyde—made the class both very entertaining and a great
learning experience.
Overall, this year’s J-term was quite the experience and definitely a step-up from last year’s one for sure.
...The lack of homework during the time is quite nice, too.
1. Birthday Month - Pretty much the most special part of January is usually that my birthday is in it, on
the 26. It tends to be a simple occasion, not one I’d want to be made a big deal of, just some good presents
and cake make a great birthday. Unfortunately, I can’t tell any details about it since this article would have
been already made by then, but it was probably still a pretty good time like other birthdays.
Those were my highlights of January! What were yours? We at the Newspaper team would like to see ‘em!
Send in any messages regarding your highlights to Mr. Wilson’s room if you have any! You might get it in
the next edition!
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